
With the novaalert mobileAPP your staff and emergency personnel are 
 perfectly equipped to work efficiently and safely. Even in emergency 
 situations. Use the entire novaalert range of services on your smartphone: 
mobile anywhere. With the novaalert mobileAPP you have full control over   
all your alert events at all times. 

Regardless of whether it’s for management, technical staff, 
nursing staff, doctors, personnel in emergency services or 
lone workers: Mobility that doesn‘t stint on any options, is 
a central need for an increasing number of employees. With 
 novaalert mobileAPP these requirements have become a 
 reality. 

Carrying several end devices around is a thing of the 
past.  Use one device for alerting, giving information and 
 telephoning. 

At the same time and on the same device, you can use your 
own customised sector-specific business apps. The novaalert 
mobileAPP doesn‘t just make receiving and acknowledging 
messages intuitive: triggering alerts on the graphic interface 
is also simpler than ever.

Product Sheet 

novaalert mobileAPP –
The command centre in 
your pocket



Security and reliability are the most important features of the 
novaalert mobileAPP. novaalert‘s patented communications 
algorithm guarantees your data is communicated quickly 
and securely and is easy on your battery at the same time. 
The entire interaction is transmitted in encrypted form.
The novaalert mobileAPP doesn‘t just monitor available net-
works (GSM  2G, 3G, 4G and Wi-Fi), it even automatically 
chooses the most suitable transport medium at the time. 

novaalert mobileAPP for Apple and Android devices

The user sees the connection status of the novaalert mobileAPP 
at all times.  You are guaranteed to be able to send and 
receive alerts when the status shows green.

(you will find all of the authorised 
versions on our Homepage)

 iPhone iOS  
 Android 

General Information

The app is available across all 
common smartphone platforms. 

Secure connection

In this instance, novaalert can use alternative media like 
 telephony or SMS to guarantee alerting takes place on the 
smartphone.

SMSTelephony

When no data connection is available:

With novaalert mobileAPP Proxy Server secured 
 communication takes place over the DMZ. mobileAPP Firewall FirewallProxy Server

When the mobile users are on a public network: Is the 
alert server nevertheless in a secured, internal network 
without direct access from outside?



More additional benefits with multimedia alert messages

Along with the alert message, would you like to send the engineers the correct tech-
nical documentation for correcting the fault? Should security personnel receive the 
current position of the alert initiator displayed on a building plan?  Should assistants 
receive the predefined emergency measures automatically along with a threat alert?

With the novaalert mobileAPP, freely definable attachments can also be sent and 
displayed alongside the alert text.  Any document formats like, .pdf, .doc, .jpg, .bmp, 
.wav etc. or web pages, as well as dynamic localising maps (building plans or  satellite 
images) are automatically displayed on alarm input if desired. 

With novaalert mobileAPP, alerts are triggered in the simplest of ways. 

Before triggering the alert, you can add up-to-date information about the 
event to the alert messages. Individual text components make it possible to 
formulate precise alert messages in the shortest possible time. To  ensure that 
an alert cannot be triggered by an unauthorised person, alerts are  protected 
by a PIN. All permissions for each user are defined by the  administrator. 
If certain functions are not available to a user, e.g. triggering alerts, this 
 information is simply hidden. 

 

Due to the direct and parallel data connection of all smartphones with the alarm 
server, hundreds of people are alerted by app within seconds.

Thanks to high-speed communication, delays and capacity constraints are a thing 
of the past.

Triggering alerts

Huge alerting capacity



The status of alerts that have been triggered is displayed in 
 real-time.  The user can see at a glance who has received 
and acknowledged the alert.   Personnel constraints are 
 detected immediately and should a subsequent contingent 
be required, this can be initiated directly. 

All information about the alerts is stored in the course of events 
and can be called up again afterwards by the user. Attachments 
to alerts that have already been received can also be seen at a 
later point in time. The progress of the alert including the people 
reached or not reached is also available at any time.

When a mobile alarm is triggered, assistance must be 
 provided as quickly as possible.  To do this, assistants need 
the exact location of the affected person - within a building 
or even in an extensive outside area. 

The novaalert mobileAPP automatically sends the current 
 position of the end device that is triggering the alert along 
with the alert message. 

Various location tracking technologies like GPS, Wi-Fi and 
novaBEACON are supported.

In outside areas, the location information is transmitted via 
GPS as an address together with the corresponding satellite 
images. Wi-Fi and novaBEACON are suitable for this task 
inside buildings.  The position is designated by a name and 
displayed on a floor plan. 

Advantage: Cost-intensive installation of additional 
 infrastructure is not necessary for locating specific rooms with 
novaBEACON. 

Real-time Monitor

Location tracking
GPS, WiFi, novaBEACON

History

ALERT INPUTS FUNCTION EXPANSION ALERT OUTPUTS

Location tracking based on DECT RBS,  
Wi-Fi Access-Point, GPS, novaBEACON,  

NFC, RTLS Server

DECT, Wi-Fi

novaalert

mobileAPP

Satellite image or building plan 
on your PC workstation,  

touch panel

mobileAPP



The Innovation

Highlights
Accurate location tracking with novaBEACON

Accurate location 
tracking with  
novaBEACON 

 Affordable purchase

 Independent of existing infrastructure

 State of the art technology

  Small, inconspicuous transmitters,  
discreet fitting 
 Easily replaceable battery

  No installation costs 
 No separate power 
 No data connection

 Up to 5 yrs. independent battery operation

  Battery monitoring  
 Evaluation of the battery status  
  Alert when battery status reaches a critical level

  Optionally scalable 
  Can be individually expanded for precise area 

to room tracking 

Thanks to state-of-the-art BLE technology (Bluetooth Low 
Energy) novaBEACON makes precise location tracking 
 possible with your smartphone. Inconspicuous battery- 
powered transmitters are mounted in selected places in the 
building and their location is designated precisely. 

Exact tracking can be achieved with only a few  novaBEACONs. 
The location is not just transmitted in text format to those to 
be notified, it is also displayed graphically on a building plan. 

An additional novaBEACON feature is its fully automatic 
switch over to alternative tracking methods, when zones are 
changed, like Wi-Fi, GPS etc. For example, from indoors to 
outside areas. 

Automatic alert triggering can also be covered by 
 novaBEACON. If a smartphone registers a novaBEACON in 
an unauthorised area, an alert is automatically triggered. 

 

Office 310



With the „Security-Option“ your 
 Android smartphone becomes a top 
modern personal security alarm in line 
with German Social Accident  Insurance 
guidelines (DGUV 112 - 139, formerly 
BGR139), which can be used for the 
protection of lone workers. The intelli-
gent protection of lone workers  utilises 
the smartphone‘s built-in position sen-
sor to recognise hazardous situations 
and trigger alerts automatically. It is 
possible for the user to trigger an alarm 

manually at any time using the hard-
ware or software emergency button. 
The entire communication is monitored 
end to end. 

A web-based monitoring screen gives 
supervisors or security officers on duty 
an overview of the current status of all 
lone working employees. All incidents 
and alerts are reported and displayed 
on the web-based management tool as 
a PDF report.

Lone worker protection 
(Lone worker modus)

Interactive Alerts
A Highlight of the novaalert mobileAPP

As long as an interactive alert is running 
users can exchange any updating mes-
sage or news concerning this alert.

Everyone is always on the latest state.

As long as an alert is active, users are 
able to receive and send any  update 
messages to exchange  information 
about the alert and the current  incidents. 
All update messages are  signalled to all  

users. In this way, everyone involved 
is continuously up-to-date with the 
 situation. 

When the normal state of affairs 
is  re-established, an „alarm over“ 
 message is sent by someone authorised 
to do so. The group is notified to that 
effect and the alert is removed from the 
list of active alerts.

EXCLUSIVE COLLABORATION
Initiate emergency calls with panic button or rip cord

Alarms can be triggered at lightning speed by pressing the panic button or pulling 
the rip cord. Enjoy the ideal interaction of all functions with SAMSUNG XCover 4 
and the special for novalink adjusted firmware.

Interested? Contact us: www.novalink.ch



With novaalert mobileAPP security  personnel receive optimum pro-
tection.

Security guards who work in industrial facilities or museums for in-
stance, can proceed along pre-set rounds with fixed checkpoints, 
using novaalert mobileAPP. novaalert leads the security  guards relia-
bly from one checkpoint to the next. 

The security guard begins his shift by starting his round off in the no-
vaalert mobileAPP. At this point he receives the location of his first 
checkpoint. This checkpoint must be reached in an individually deter-
mined period of time. 

If he needs more time to reach this checkpoint, he can manually ex-
tend the predetermined time on a once-off basis. 

Once he has reached the checkpoint, the guard easily confirms this 
on the app.

2. Checkpoint

3. Checkpoint

With the novaalert mobileAPP, the em-
ployee simply logs into and logs off the 
service. Services are handed over to 
colleagues without any problems and 
without interruption.

The organisation of standby services is 
thus child‘s play.

Employees can choose which groups 
they want to join and in which alerting 
lists they want to be registered. The log-
on / log-off function provides an over-
view of the various services or alarm 
groups and lets you see at a glance 
which groups you are logged into.

 At every log-in / log-off process, all cur-
rently registered persons in the group 
are displayed to the user This eliminates 
the need for time-consuming searches 
and inquiries.

Logging in or logging out is done either 
in the mobileAPP or simply and without 
contact by NFC tags. By scanning a de-
fined NFC tag, the user automatically 
logs on or off in one or more groups.

Check-in/ Check-out in Groups
Optimise your processes with the mobileAPP

Security guard mode

Confirming checkpoints

  Scanning a QR code or NFC tag 
directly via novaalert mobileAPP

  Entering the vicinity of a defined 
novaBEACON region

  Manually inputting a location using 
novaalert mobileAPP

1. Checkpoint



www.novalink.ch

novalink was set up in 1996 and since then has established itself as a software manufacturer on the ICT market and as a service provider 
in the IT sector.  The products and business solutions of the Swiss manufacturer - especially in the area of alerting and personal  protection 
- have proved themselves time and again and thanks to standardised interfaces can be integrated into every working environment. 
 novalink is renowned for responding quickly to market requirements and new technologies. 

Security for people & surroundings – Intelligent communication. Targeted information. Clever alerting.

© novalink GmbH

Function Android* iOS*

Receiving Alerts

Receiving alerts, customised for each user

Acknowledging alerts

Different ring tones depending on the alert message

Acoustic alerts even in silent mode 

Multimedia alert messages (unlimited attachments)

Display of building plans / satellite images

Playback of recorded alert messages 

Triggering alerts

Triggering alerts, customised for each user

Individual text components for rapid input

Alert sequence and acknowledgement report in real-time

Persistent alerts with update messages

Group alerts and acknowledgement

Individual icons and colours of alerts that can be triggered

General Information

PIN-code protection for alert display and triggering

Reports of past alerts displayed

Connection display and status display

Standby service (log on / log off, Macros)

Location tracking with GPS and Wi-Fi

Precision location tracking using novaBEACON and NFC  

Encrypted communication

novaalert mobileAPP Proxy Server for DMZ environments

Automatic switch-over between GSM and Wi-Fi connections

Permanently monitored connection (app always active) 

Supported by highly available systems

Support from smartwatches (alert display and emergency button) 

Complete server-based app management

User language German

User language English

User language French 

Security Functions in line with DGUV 112-139, formerly, BGR139

Protection for lone workers 

Server-based device monitoring 

Integrated device testing before starting work 

Automatic alerts (movement alert, position alert) 

Real-time display of monitoring sensors 

Alerts triggered using emergency button (hardware button) 

Alert triggering using a pull cord 

Automatic hands-free communication with the person assisting 

Scheduled monitoring pauses 

Positioning tone to assist with tracking location  

Dynamic choice of routes for protecting night watch security 
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